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Abstract: In today’s technological world the largest source of getting the information is World Wide Web. But most information i.e.
present on web is of different format for e.g. it may be structured, non-structured. So when user enters any query or top-k items query
on search engine he gets many URL linking as result which is time consuming to fetch every URL. So to avoid above problems we
present our proposed new technique for extraction of top-k list. It will give exact result which user wants in less time. It describes top-k
instance of general interest.
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1. Introduction
Today, huge source of information is WWW. To extract
useful information on web is known as mining web. It divides
into two formats: i) Structured formatted information
extraction ii) Natural language text extraction. The first form
is available mainly in hypertext markup language or
extensible mar up language. Web tables are presented in
large numbers in entire corpus, but only less amount of
information is exact as per users’ expectation.
Top-k list data is so much valuable and accurate.It is cleaner
and having high quality.According to criteria the ranking is
done on it.So ranked data produces as a result.
Top-k page title gives the clear context.So page can be easily
interacted and extracted.Some common examples of top-k
title are:
10 most influential researchers alive today are.
10 most famous android games.
10 blockbuster movies in 2015 in India.
Top 10 wild animals in India.
To obtain our goal of top-k list, when user enters query in
search engine, raw data extracted from web. From that top-10
titles are extracted. From those titles we remove dust contents
such as facebook posts, videos, linked in posts etc. After that
operation by using edit distance algorithm we calculate score
for every title matches with query title and arranges that score
list in descending order. From remaining pages parsing is
done by using HTML parser; extract data and displays
expected result if presented in tabular form. If those pages
does not contain any tabular expected result, then parser
display closest page result according to search query and
score calculation.

based on the DOM trees similarity. These approaches are
inflexible because of the inconsistent and dynamic nature of
web pages. More recently, several techniques have attempted
to use visual information in HTML in information extraction.
Miao et al [4] introduces the research performed for mining
contiguous as well as non-contiguous information records.
Main concept used- tag path, also visual signals. First
visually repeating information detected from that data
records fetched. However, these techniques promiscuously
extract all elements of all tables or lists from a web page,
therefore the goal is different from that of this work which is
to get one specific list from a page while filtering all other
lists as noise. Due to above reasons our proposed system
focuses on specified important data on web which we can get
with the help of top-k list. In this all similar manner
information within top-k list are grouped together using
proper context. The main features of top-k list are:
 Top-k data on web is large and rich.
 As compared to other forms of data it is cleaner means
having maximum quality.
 With respect to conditions described in title of top-k page,
attributes are ranked.
 This data is important because each list contains context
that can interpreted by user.

3. Problem Statement
In today’s technological world the largest source of getting
the information is World Wide Web. But most information
present on web is of different format for e.g. it may be
structured, unstructured. Extracting specific information from
such data is very difficult. Therefore, we present here our
proposed method about information extraction from top-k
web pages, which describes the top-k instance of which is of
general interest.

2. Existing System

4. Proposed System

Many methods have been reported in the literature to extract
lists or tables from the web. None of them considers top-k list
extraction. Some of the methods extracts data from web
tables or list based on very specific tags <TABLE>, <OL>,
<UL>,<DL> which are list-related [1]. Some methods
include extraction of data records which are of same type

The proposed scheme meets all the requirements listed below
4.1 Design Requirements
1) Public verifiability: To allow proposed scheme to
verify the correctness of data on demand without
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retrieving the entire data or without introducing
additional contents to the users.
2) Correctness: To obtain result which is correct.
3) Time factor: to obtain result in as minimal time as
possible.

4. Run Html parser: After sorting, user will create folder in
C drive as temphtml.Html parsing will be performed on listed
links. Parsing performed to check whether any table is
available inside the pages. If yes then it will be displays as
output to the query. If there is no any table then user will
perform final step.

4.2 Working of System
The proposed scheme meets all the requirements listed
above. To achieve this target, we have used two basic
entities; they are data server and data user. We use the
concept of Google Custom Search. Google Custom Search
enables you to create a search engine for your website, your
blog, or a collection of websites.

5. Get closest result: If table is unavailable in previous step
then user will directly fetch and extract closest result present
in top URL according to score calculated.
So, finally user will get his top-k query result.

4.3 Implementation Details
The proposed scheme is designed to extract top-k list data
which is rich and ranked. Figure shows the architecture for
the proposed extraction system.
1. Role of data server: Data server provides requested query
data in the form of html raw files. Here, the concept of
Google custom search is used. For data retrieval we use
Google server.
Algorithm 1: Working of data server
Input : Top-k query
Output: HTML raw data
2. Role of data user: User request top-k data from server by
inserting top-k query in search engine. As a result, from
server user will get raw html files on which user has to
perform following steps1) Extraction of web URLs and its titles: From raw data user
will fetch first ten URLs with its titles.
2) Remove dust from web URLs: From extracted URLs user
will remove dusting contents which includes you tube
videos, Facebook posts, linked in posts, other video sites
etc. This DUST information can be created for number of
reasons. For removing this DUST we created one dust list
that list contains Facebook comments, twitter comments,
audios, videos, YouTube, urls. By using this Dust
algorithm, when user searches query then they get exact
result removing the dust urls. To use this algorithm user
can get its proper result within less time.
3. Run levenshtein distance algorithm: After removing dust
user implement edit distance algorithm on remaining titles
and calculates score on the basis of best matching title with
query title and according to that score sorting is performed in
descending order.

Figure 1: Efficient Top-k List Extraction System
Algorithm 3: Working of data user
Input: Top-k query
Output: Top-k query result
Steps1) User enters top-k query in search engine.
2) User extracts titles from raw html data obtained from
server.
3) User removes dust content from list.
4) User performs edit distance algorithm and calculates score.
5) User performs parsing to find out table.
6) If table is not present then user displays closest result page.

5. Experimental Result
Input to the system is a web page. It follows all steps as
explained before and resulted in top-k listed table , if table is
not present then closest result page displays as output. We
conducted these experiments on a 4GB RAM PC and
2.70GHz Dual-Core Intel CPU.

Algorithm 2: Levenshtein edit distance algorithm
Input: Page title and Query title
Output: Matching Score List in Descending Order
Steps(a) Page titles are matches with query title one by one
(b) Matching score is calculated one by one
(C) According to score calculated list is arranged in
descending order
(d) Final score resulted in descending order displays

Figure 2: User Enters Query
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Figure 3: Extracts Raw Data
Figure 7: Result Table
If table is not there in top pages then message displays as
expected result can’t be parsed so go for final step in which
closest result page displays as a result.

6. Conclusion
Figure 4: Title Extraction from Raw Data

Figure 5: Dust Removing from Title

The proposed system top-k list is easy to appreciate, having
high quality and it is more interesting for the human
utilization in less time. It overcomes all the limitations of the
existing systems. It veriﬁes the correctness of data on demand
without retrieving the entire data or without introducing
additional contents to the users. Results can be obtained in
minimum time. The top-k list data result is exact and
cleaner. The result displayed only for the queries which are
of general interest, which gets maximum hits, common
discussion topic on social media. Minor data or queries get
ignored .The system should be able to display result for such
queries.
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